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Abstract
In the past few years, malware classification techniques have shifted from shallow traditional machine learning models to
deeper neural network architectures. The main benefit of some of these is the ability to work with raw data, guaranteed by
their automatic feature extraction capabilities. This results in less technical expertise needed while building the models, thus
less initial pre-processing resources. Nevertheless, such advantage comes with its drawbacks, since deep learning models
require huge quantities of data in order to generate a model that generalizes well. The amount of data required to train a
deep network without overfitting is often unobtainable for malware analysts. We take inspiration from image-based data
augmentation techniques and apply a sequence of semantics-preserving syntactic code transformations (obfuscations) to a
small dataset of programs to generate a larger dataset. We then design two learning models, a convolutional neural network
and a bi-directional long short-term memory, and we train them on images extracted from compiled binaries of the newly
generated dataset. Through transfer learning we then take the features learned from the obfuscated binaries and train the
models against two state of the art malware datasets, each containing around 10 000 samples. Our models easily achieve up
to 98.5% accuracy on the test set, which is on par or better than the present state of the art approaches, thus validating the
approach.
Keywords Deep learning · Binaries · Malware

1 Introduction
Malware (malicious software) comprises all programs that
are written with the intent to perform some malicious activity.
The proliferation of these types of programs has increased
considerably in the last few years [28], as most households
own one or more devices that can be attacked. It is thus imperative to find fast and reliable techniques to identify and fight
new malware.
Modern-day malware samples are often heavily protected
against reverse engineering and many types of program analysis. For example, malware is frequently modified through
obfuscations [42]. These are syntactic code transformations
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that take a program in input and generate a different program
that is more difficult to analyze while still maintaining its
functionality [11]. The combination of obfuscations with the
code optimization algorithms usually embedded in compilers makes the reverse engineering of malware harder, often
slowing down or obstructing parts of the disassembly process
[1]. For this reason it is imperative to find techniques that deal
with the raw binary instead of relying on higher-level features
stemming from reverse engineering attempts.
Obfuscations are widely used in malware [31,47] and they
make it harder to classify emerging malware into their specific families. This task is called malware classification, and it
is usually achieved with machine learning techniques. These
can range from shallow models that require manual feature
engineering before the training process, to deep learning
models that can work directly on the raw data. The downside of shallow models is that they require specific domain
expertise, which means that time and resources are needed to
analyze the samples in the dataset before proceeding to the
learning phase. On the upside, the input of human-engineered
features usually renders the model and the results easier to
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interpret. With new malware spreading at an alarming pace,
the cost of this manual work is simply unfeasible. Deep learning techniques can automatically extract the features from
the dataset samples without the need for time consuming feature engineering or specific domain expertise. This advantage
makes deep learning the go-to paradigm for malware classification.
One of the drawbacks of deep learning techniques, compared to shallower models, is their tendency to overfit when
trained with small datasets [43]. This can be a problem
in fields like program analysis, and especially in malware
classification, as gathering enough samples with the proper
ground-truth takes many resources and even more time.
This problem is also common in other fields, such as in
image recognition and image classification [35]. The lack of
enough training data is easily solvable in the vision context,
as new data points can be generated from existing ones by
applying some semantics-preserving transformations to the
images such as rotations, translations in space or selective
cropping. This process of generating new data from existing
images is known as data augmentation and it is a staple of
deep learning. This is a key factor in the approach that was
first introduced in [26].
Another way to mitigate the problems that models can find
with few data-points is to reuse a part of an already trained
model, usually the part dedicated to feature extraction. These
models can be trained with millions of data points and then
they can be repurposed for a different problem setting by
removing the head of the model (dense layer) and re-training
a new head while “freezing” the rest of the network. This
process is of course less time expensive, but it also does
not incur the problem of needing more data to train, as the
majority of the weights are “frozen” and thus do not appear
as free variables. This technique is called transfer learning
[34].
Since obfuscations generate syntactic variants of programs but maintain their semantics, they can be seen as
data-augmentation transformations specific to code. This
is the main intuition of [26], where 47 small programs
with different semantics have been transformed iteratively
by applying obfuscations and generating 200 variants each,
resulting in a final dataset that contains 9 400 samples divided
in 47 classes.
Generating the dataset this way allows for fine control
on the size of the dataset itself and its class balance (that
can often be a problem in real-world datasets [18]). Another
upside of this technique is that it allows us to clearly see if
there are some obfuscations that render the programs harder
to classify than others, thus being more powerful or resilient
to the particular learning architecture.
In this paper we generate a dataset of 18 800 obfuscated
programs with the aforementioned technique, reaching a size
that is roughly double than the one generated in [26] with
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the same technique. We then train two deep neural network
models, a convolutional neural network (CNN) and a bidirectional long short-term memory (LSTM) and achieve an
average accuracy around 93% on the generated dataset. We
provide an analysis of the classification errors that highlight
the strength of certain obfuscations against the classification
effort and the weaknesses of the trained models.
To prove that the techniques and models used in this work
are suited for real-life scenarios involving malware we train
the CNN and the LSTM on two malware datasets heavily used in literature, the dataset from the The Microsoft
Malware Classification Challenge hosted on Kaggle [20]
(referred to as the MsM2015 dataset from now on) and
the MalImg dataset [30]. These datasets will be thoroughly
described in Sect. 4.
We then experiment with transfer learning, taking the features from the models trained on the custom dataset and using
them to classify the two aforementioned malware datasets.
We verify that it is indeed possible to use the features learnt
from the classification of a custom-made dataset of binaries
in order to classify a real-world dataset. This has the obvious potential of allowing big networks to be trained on huge
datasets and then be reused for smaller and newer datasets
at a very low cost. In Sect. 6 we show the results of our
experiments with transfer learning by training a model on our
custom generated dataset and then verifying that the learnt
features can be used to classify the other two datasets. The
positive results achieved make us believe that this technique
has a lot of potential and could help mitigate the problems encountered when applying deep learning techniques
to small malware datasets.
The main contributions of this work are:
– the design of neural network models that can classify
obfuscated binaries from their images
– thorough comparison of the approaches
– validation of the models on two state of the art malware
datasets
– successful transfer learning experiments between models
trained with different datasets

2 Background
This section serves as a primer on a few of the key concepts
that we use in our study.

2.1 Obfuscations
Obfuscations are program transformations that change the
syntax of the program without altering its semantics. They are
meant to confuse analyzers and reverse engineers, although
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the amount of confusion added cannot yet be reliably measured [7,8].
Let Prog be the set of all programs. An obfuscation is
a program transformation O : Prog → Prog that given a
program P ∈ Prog produces a new program O(P) with the
same functionality as P but that is unintelligible in some
sense [2].
In this work we use obfuscation as a data augmentation
tool to generate the first dataset from which we design both
our learning models. The programs in the datasets have been
created by running the Tigress C obfuscator [10] on simple
C programs.

2.2 Convolutional neural networks
CNNs are feed-forward neural network models that take
inspiration from the human visual cortex and are widely used
in image recognition and classification [23,38]. Their success
in image-related learning tasks has been attributed to their
translational invariance [3] which allows them to be used to
solve problems such as face recognition [23] or handwritten
character recognition [24]. In general, CNNs are very good
at extracting spatial features from the data.
At their core, CNNs consist of at least one convolutional
layer connected to a dense layer. The convolutional layer
operates a convolution on the input in order to isolate the features that the network deems important during the training
phase. This process greatly reduces the number of weights
needed since the input images are condensed into a smaller
feature set. The convolutional network usually is connected
to a max pooling layer that contributes further to the reduced
size of the features detected by combining the values of multiple neurons into a single value, usually the maximum value
(thus max-pooling) or the average value. After a combination of the aforementioned layers the CNN architecture is
completed by at least one fully connected (or dense) layer.
This layer is responsible for the classification process itself
and acts as a multi-layer perceptron that takes as input the
features extracted from the previous layers. To prevent overfitting, regularization techniques are commonly used and can
be applied anywhere in the network. This reduces the possibility of the network purely memorizing the training data,
thus allowing for better generalization [22].

2.3 Long short-term memory
As stated in the previous subsection, CNNs excel at extracting
spatial features from data. This is invaluable when classifying or generally working with natural images, but images
extracted from code reveal different types of patterns altogether and therefore comprise a different learning problem
[26].

The sequential nature of code, and thus of compiled programs, indicates that a learning model that works well with
sequential data can be beneficial. Recurrent neural networks
(RNNs), which are designed to process sequences of data of
arbitrary length from beginning to end, is one example. Generally, the hidden state h t of a RNN depends on the output
of the previous state h t−1 and so on, which means that the
state h t contains a distributed representation of all the tokens
observed in the sequence up to the time step t. This way, the
network can generate probabilistic dependencies from previously seen data. One common pitfall of this structure is that
the dependencies between tokens that are far apart from each
other in the sequence are hard to manage. This stems from
the nature of the gradient descent algorithm over time steps,
which makes the components either decay or grow exponentially [4,17].
Long short-term memory was developed to mitigate precisely this problem [17]. By storing information at particular
timesteps, LSTMs provide a mechanism to specify when to
remember certain information, and more importantly, when
to forget it.
The LSTM used in this work is bidirectional, meaning
that the input stream is read in both directions at once. This
is achieved with two LSTM models, one forward and one
backward, which read the input in the two directions and then
combine the resulting vectors to produce a unified result.
In Sect. 5 we outline the specific architecture of our neural
networks.

2.4 Transfer learning
As mentioned in previous sections, a big problem of deep
learning tasks is finding datasets that are big enough to
allow learning without overfitting. Training deep networks is
also very time consuming and requires adequate computing
resources. Transfer learning can alleviate both these problems [36], by leveraging the information learnt from one task
in order to solve a different task. Some common applications
of transfer learning are of course in vision, where huge models trained from the ImageNet dataset [13] can be re-purposed
for new image classification tasks.
To illustrate how transfer learning works we can imagine
a typical CNN as described earlier, trained on a dataset of
images for classification. The convolutional layers are tasked
with extracting the features from the inputs while the dense
layers towards the output provide the actual classification of
the dataset. One way to properly perform transfer learning
is to remove the dense layer from the CNN and “freeze”
the convolutional layers (meaning, the gradient descent will
not modify their weights). At this point a new dense layer
can be applied with the proper output shape (the number
of classes for the new learning problem) and the network
can be trained on the new dataset. Since the convolutional
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layers do not have to be trained again, the learning process
is sped up considerably. The size of the dataset is also less
important, since the number of free variables (weights) that
can be modified is much smaller than those in the original
network. The convolutional layers of the CNN will provide
the necessary features for the classification task at virtually
no cost as the feed-forward part of the network is relatively
inexpensive.
In this work we use transfer learning between different
datasets of images generated from compiled programs. This
allows us to gauge if the features extracted from one dataset
can be used to classify the others. The applications of this can
lead to many interesting opportunities that will be discussed
in future sections.

2.5 Bicubic interpolation
In order to resize the images in our custom dataset we use
bicubic interpolation as implemented in OpenCV [6]. This
algorithm infers the intensity of an unknown pixel by applying bicubic interpolation [21] over the neighboring 16 pixels.
It is often used in place of its bilinear counterpart when the
quality of the resulting image is more important than the
computational resources used, which fits our scenario.

3 Related work
In this section we explore the most relevant works that
approach the program classification problem using only compiled binaries. We do not include works that use features
extracted from the source code of the programs or from the
assembly, as our methodology is based on the premise of not
possessing either.
It has to be noted that the focus of our study is not only on
malware classification but on any obfuscated binary. This
is why the two malware datasets have been used mainly
for validation. Furthermore, none of the surveyed studies
train an LSTM on the images extracted from binaries. This
model provides new insights on the classification of images
extracted from binaries.
Since the classification of binaries according to their
images is done mainly on only two datasets, the MalImg and
MsM2015 ones, we will group the related works accordingly.
MalImg papers To our knowledge, the first work that utilizes
images extracted from binary files in order to classify them
is by Nataraj et al. [30]. The general idea of this paper comes
from the consideration that malware samples often appear
similar in layout and texture when translated into images. For
this reason this study approaches the feature selection with
GIST [32], using wavelet decompositions of the images. The
classifier used is a simple k-nearest neighbors with Euclidean
distance as a measure of similarity. Other than the different
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models used and the different features used, our approach
also does not assume that the samples from the same classes
in our database look anything alike. In fact the opposite can
be said, since the obfuscations applied generate visually different variants for each class. Nonetheless we use the dataset
from this work to show that our approach can generalize to
datasets that, unlike our custom one, have not been created
ad hoc.
The study by Cui et al. [12] also considers malware classification as a means to its main goal. The paper argues
(rightfully so) that the MalImg dataset is heavily imbalanced, which can potentially lead to less than accurate results.
To quell the problem, they perform under-sampling of the
dataset (removing samples from specific classes) and demonstrate that the process makes overfitting less of an issue.
Yakura et al. [46] designed a CNN with attention mechanism in order to highlight which parts of the malware image
were being considered for the purpose of classifying them
into families. Their approach allows the learning process to
output specific regions of the image that are being used for
classification, thus providing useful information for further
manual analysis.
In [40], the authors take the deep residual network architecture with 50 layers from [16] and use it to classify malware
from the MalImg dataset. The network is first trained on a
typical object detection task, then the last layer is dropped
from the model and a new dense model with 25 output nodes
is added to classify the malware samples into their respective families. Other recent works such as [9] and [5] have
proposed slight variations of the aforementioned approach,
always pre-training their model on common image classification tasks.
The intuition of the previous papers is that the malware
in the MalImg dataset present specific visual features that
make them distinctive to the human eye [40], thus a neural network trained to classify real-life objects could carry
enough features to also classify the malware samples.
Our approach starts with the assumption that we can
already extract meaningful features from malware samples,
so we need to verify that these features map easily to new
datasets. For this reason we use a network that is pre-trained
on a malware dataset in order classify a different malware
dataset.
A CNN has been used for malware classification in [18],
along with an extreme learning machine (ELM). The main
goal of this work is to compare the efficiency of the two
models when put to the task of classifying malware images.
This study uses the images from the dataset of Nataraj et al.
[30] to train their models and the results indicate that ELMs
are more suited for the task at hand, being faster and more
accurate than CNNs.
MsM2015 The MsM2015 dataset has been extensively used
in literature for malware classification tasks. For example,
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the work by Kang et al. [19] uses word-to-vec approach with
an LSTM network to classify the samples in each family.
As many other studies on this subject, they do not consider
the binary as is but rather generate an assembly file for each
sample and collect opcodes and API functions that will then
constitute the bulk of the features utilized.
A very interesting work that uses both the MalImg dataset
and images extracted from the binaries in the MsM2015
dataset is [45]. The goal of the paper is to evaluate costsensitive approaches to malware image classification and for
this purpose the authors combine a CNN with various RNN
models in order to gauge the effectiveness of the approaches.

4 Datasets
This section describes the datasets used in this work. We
start from the methodology for generating of our custom OBF
dataset and then summarize the peculiarities of MalImg and
MsM2015.

4.1 OBF dataset
We start with 32 programs that are downloaded from a
beginners programming website [37]. These are very simple programs that average 23 lines and they were selected so
that the full images extracted from the programs would fit
the models.
Small programs work well enough to illustrate the
methodology but bigger programs can lend some validity.
For this reason 15 more programs have been added to the
original dataset, all taken from solutions of the Google Code
Jam. These programs have been selected randomly and represent a more real-world scenario with source code that spans
between 38 lines and 150.
Applying obfuscations We selected 8 obfuscations from
Tigress and we applied them iteratively on the 47 files of
the original dataset.
– Flatten changes the control flow of functions by inserting
a switch statement that decides where each basic block
flows next
– Split splits a function into two separated functions
– RandomFuns inserts a random function into the code
– EncodeArithmetics encodes any arithmetic operation into
a semantically equivalent but syntactically harder to decipher operation
– EncodeLiterals initializes literal integers and strings with
new functions
– InitOpaque adds specific data structures that can be used
to insert opaque predicates
– InitEntropy adds new variables in order to collect entropy

– InitImplicitFlow initializes handlers for implicit flow
analysis
These obfuscations have been selected because they
represent different types of syntactic transformations. For
example, the first 2 deal with structural transformations of the
control flow graph while EncodeArithmetics and EncodeLiterals perform a more symbolic kind of transformation.
RandomFuns has been added specifically because it adds
new functions to the code, preserving the basic semantics of
the original program but at the same time augmenting it. This
is akin to what happens in some malware, where the payload
is consistent between different samples of a family but the
surrounding program can have different semantics [14].
All 8 obfuscations are applied to every sample in the initial
dataset, generating 376 (47 ∗ 8) new syntactic variants of the
base programs.
Then the process is repeated, but this time the new programs are each obfuscated with a new transformation, thus
generating 2632 (376 ∗ 7) variants which are added to the
initial dataset and the simple variants. The reason why only
7 obfuscations can be considered during the first repetition
of the algorithm is that we do not allow for repeated obfuscations.
After all, most transformations do not result in a new
interesting variant when applied twice. For example, Flatten
applied to a function that has already been flattened would
result in exactly the same program, as it is idempotent.
Repeating this algorithm until all possible combinations
of obfuscations are depleted generates 17,055,360 samples.
We limit the size of our dataset to 18,800 samples in order to
have 400 variants for every initial program.
One of the advantages of generating such a dataset from
scratch is that the resulting classes will be as balanced as
needed. Some datasets in literature are heavily imbalanced,
for example, both the MalImg dataset (used in this paper) and
the GENOME [48] dataset for Android malware suffer from
this. It is expected to find such imbalance in datasets found
in the wild, but this leads to problems in the classification
process, or more properly, in the accuracy measurement. For
instance, let us imagine a dataset of malware that contains
25 classes distributed in a balanced way. Given a random
sampling of the test set, a simple classifier could always guess
one of the classes and get it right 1/25 of the time, thus
obtaining around 4% accuracy. This is evidently a bad result
and would alert the researchers to the inherent incapability
of the learning model. On the other hand, the MalImg dataset
contains 9 458 samples divided into 25 classes and the largest
class has 2 949 elements, with the second largest one closing
in at 1 591. A simple classifier could learn to distinguish
between these 2 big classes, then guess all samples to be
contained in them and still reach almost 50% accuracy. Of
course this is not a good result by itself, but it can trick anyone
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Fig. 1 8 samples from the classes ‘adialer’ and ‘Lolyda’ of MalImg

Fig. 2 8 samples from the classes armstrong_n and calculator of OBF
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Fig. 3 8 samples from the classes ‘armstrong_n’ and ‘calculator’ of OBF, interpolated

into thinking that the model is actually learning something
from the dataset when that is certainly not the case.
Another advantage of our dataset generation technique is
that we can ensure that the obfuscations applied will cause
pervasive structural changes in the binaries, generating visually distinctive images that belong in the same class. This is
not always the case, especially for datasets that have been
collected in the wild, since many code transformations do
not act on the global structure of the executable file. This can
be easily seen in Fig. 1, which shows samples from the same
classes looking very similar. We will expand on this later.
The dataset generated from the simple programs iteratively obfuscated will be called OBF from now on. In Fig. 2
we show 8 programs taken randomly from two classes,
‘armstrong_n’ and ‘calculator’. At the bottom of
each figure there is a list of all the obfuscations applied to
the specific sample. It should be evident that the syntactic
transformations of the source code also result in visually distinctive binaries, and thus the images extracted from them
also have distinctive features.
The images generated vary in size, from 24 × 64 for the
smallest sample to 9800×64 for the largest one. Since image
classification models in general require a uniform size for all
the images, we use bicubic interpolation to bring them to
one size. In Fig. 3 we show the same samples as in Fig. 2 but
with interpolation applied to them. Even at first glance, the
difference in the images caused by the obfuscations is still
noticeable, if not more so.

4.2 Microsoft malware dataset [MsM2015 ]
The MsM2015 dataset consists of more than 20,000 malware
samples for Windows, collected by the Microsoft corporation and distributed by Kaggle for a competition in 2015
[41]. Each sample in the dataset belongs to one of 9 known
malware families. The dataset provides each datapoint as the
hexadecimal representation of its executable and as a collection of metadata generated by IDA pro. The total size of
the dataset is around 500 GB of data, making it less than
nontrivial to work with.
For this study we utilized only the byte representation of
the samples, loading it in python using the same technique
applied in [26] and representing every sample as an image
with a set width of 64. Each sample is then resized to either
64 × 64 or 256 × 64 using bicubic interpolation, generating
a more manageable dataset. Since images generated from
the MsM2015 dataset are sourced from real-life malware,
they come in varying sizes that far surpass those of the OBF
dataset. As a result, the interpolation process removes even
more detail than it did in the first dataset.

4.3 MalImg
The MalImg dataset is a collection of 9458 malware samples divided into 25 families. The main characteristic of this
dataset is that the malware samples are not provided directly,
but rather as their images as they appear on disk. In a similar
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Table 1 Accuracies of the bidirectional LSTM when trained with different timesteps and image shapes

5 Experiment setup

Img size

Timesteps

Features

32 × 128

32

128 × 32
64 × 64

In this section we describe the details of our experiments,
from reproducibility and generalizability concerns to model
architecture and considerations on how to best present our
results.

Accuracy (%)

Time (s)

128

92.4

279

128

32

92.6

743

64

64

93.4

392

64 × 128

64

128

92.8

402

128 × 64

128

64

93.2

712

128 × 128

128

128

93.1

641

32 × 256

32

256

92.9

364

256 × 32

256

32

92.4

1516

64 × 256

64

256

92.2

461

256 × 64

256

64

92.1

1251

128 × 256

128

256

91.9

673

256 × 128

256

128

92.9

1341

Highest accuracy value is indicated in bold

way to the work in [26], the bytes of the executable files are
trivially mapped to floats, which will then be interpreted as
pixel values of grayscale images.
As anticipated, the classes in the dataset are heavily
imbalanced: the biggest one (‘Allaple.A’) contains 2949
samples, while the smallest one contains only 80 samples.
In Fig. 1 we show 8 random samples taken from two
classes of the dataset. It should be readily evident that the
images from each class have distinctive patterns that allow
us to tell samples from one family apart from samples in
the other family. This is again true for samples processed by
bicubic interpolation, as shown in Fig. 4. The observation
that different families of malware had a distinctive ‘look’ is
part of what has driven the original work in [30]. This is not
always the case with binaries. Being able to tell at a glance
that two executable files belong to the same class is a luxury that we do not have in the OBF dataset. Fig. 2 shows
this clearly, and in fact, the second sample in the first family appears most similar to the fourth sample in the second
family.

5.1 Training, validation and testing sets
In order to guarantee a degree of generalization we split each
dataset in training, validation and testing sets. During the
learning stages we experimented with different ratios for the
splits with the goal of maximizing the fairness of the generalization [39] but also to preserve as many samples as possible
for the training stage. The ratio of the hold-out test set for all
of the experiments in this paper is 0.2, meaning that 20% of
the dataset is reserved for the testing phase that happens after
the training and it is not used to tweak any of the parameters.
Of the remaining samples in the dataset, 10% is kept for the
validation set, which is used at every training epoch to calculate the validation loss, while the rest is the training set with
which the weights of the network will be trained.
All the results from the subsequent sections have been
achieved using the hold-out test set, averaged after running
the experiments up to 20 times. This should ensure the generalizability of the approach, as any unfortunate division of
the dataset should be prevented by the average over multiple
random splits.

5.2 Classification scores
The main results in this paper are reported as measure of
test set accuracy, that being the percentage of samples classified into the right class. Due to the unbalanced nature of
the MalImg dataset we also report the precision, recall and
f1 measure for each class.
Given the true positives as TP and the false positives as
FP we can define precision as:
TP
T P + FP

4.4 Fixed size

Pr ecision =

Throughout the rest of this paper the size of the images considered for classification has been set to 64×64 and 256×64.
This is done to optimize the training time and the classification accuracy for both models. The training accuracy for
various image sizes (resulting in multiple time step values
and features) can be seen in Table 1. As made evident by
the experimental results, the two selected values are among
the optimal ones according to classification accuracy. These
experiments were done on the OBF dataset but empirical
observations led us to keep the same fixed image size for the
classification of all the datasets.

Intuitively, if a classifier has high precision for a specific
class A it means that it guesses correctly when a sample
belongs to A and will not classify foreign samples to this
class. It is the percentage of correct guesses when the classifier guesses A. However this does not take into account
the samples belonging to A that have been wrongly assigned
to other classes. Recall, on the other hand, considers these
mistakes which are called false negatives (FN ):
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TP
T P + FN

(1)

(2)
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Fig. 4 8 samples from the classes ‘adialer’ and ‘Lolyda’ of MalImg, interpolated
Table 2 Average classification
accuracy

CNN
64 × 64 (%)

256 × 64 (%)

LSTM
64 × 64 (%)

256 × 64 (%)

OBF

90.9

92.3

93.4

92.6

MsM2015

90.8

92

93.8

90

MalImg

98.1

98.3

98.5

98.2

Highest accuracy value is indicated in bold

The recall of a classification task for the class A is the percentage of correct guesses made by the model when it should
have guessed A.
To better visualize the difference between accuracy and
these measures we can add the true negatives (TN ) and then
define accuracy as:
Accuracy =

T P + TN
T P + T N + F P + FN

(3)

Precision and recall are often combined in the F1 measure
via their harmonic mean:
F1 = 2 ∗

Pr ecision ∗ Recall
Pr ecision + Recall

(4)

5.3 Models
The two models considered have been fully coded in Python
with Keras [33] and deployed on Colab notebooks freely
available online to simplify the reproducibility of the study.
The untrained models for these experiments can be found at

[27] but we cannot provide a download link for the MsM2015
and the MalImg datasets as they are made available by each
respective owner on their own terms. The OBF dataset is
already available in the notebooks, along with methods that
can adapt the other two datasets to the models.
In the following we provide a technical description of the
models implemented.
CNN We implement a convolutional neural network in Keras,
an almost direct translation of the one employed in [26]
(which was built on barebones TensorFlow). The network
has a base of two convolutional layers, each followed by a
max pooling layer. Each convolutional layer has a kernel size
of 5 and employs a rectified linear unit (relu) as the activation
function, with 32 filters in the first layer and 64 in the second.
Both max pooling layers have a size of 2×2 with padding set
to ‘same’ in order to avoid shrinking the input image. The
head of the network is a dense layer followed by a dropout
layer that flows in the last dense layer. The dropout layer
is a form of regularization which, as anticipated in Sect. 2,
prevents the network from memorizing the training set and
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thus hopefully allows it to better generalize. With a value set
to 0.2, the drop out layer randomly selects 20% of the neurons of the previous layer and sets their activation to zero.
The network is then trained via gradient descent through the
Adam optimizer with default learning rate and epsilon, while
categorical cross-entropy is used as loss measure.
This network has been thoroughly tested on the MNIST
dataset of hand-written digits [25], where it reaches accuracy values up to 99%. The purpose of testing it on a dataset
with simple images is to show that, while the approach is
meant to work on any image recognition task, it can generalize to arguably more difficult tasks. Further, according to
the experiments in [26], it is the smallest network that can
learn and generalize on the OBF dataset. It is important to
contain the size of the network because bigger models tend
to overfit and generally underperform unless they are trained
with huge datasets [15].
We tested with many image sizes, taking the approach
shown in [26] but using interpolation to resize the images
instead of cropping and zero-padding. Among the various
sizes we only show the results with square images of size 64
pixels by 64 pixels and 256 by 64 (64 × 64 and 256 × 64 in
the tables) as they are the most significant.
LSTM The long short-term memory has also been implemented in Keras. It consists of two recurrent units, specifically bi-directional LSTM units with 141 and 94 units
respectively. In order to quell overfitting the network has
been equipped with a patience of 30 epochs, meaning that
the model will stop learning 30 epochs after the validation
loss has stopped decreasing.
The LSTM model clearly performs better than the CNN
in all 3 datasets considered, given the initial input size of
64 × 64. The advantage of the LSTM model is not only in
the improved accuracy but also in its considerably smaller
size, although it results in a higher training time. An interesting aspect of the LSTM models is that they do not perform
better with bigger images, in fact, the accuracy drops quite
a bit. A way to slightly mitigate this effect is to encode the
images as 64 × 256 (short and fat instead of tall and thin).
This likely has something to do with the fact that the increase
in the height of the image corresponds to an equal increase in
the timesteps of the recurrent network. Keeping the number
of timesteps to 64 maintains the performance of the network
but the improvement on the classification results is not particularly noticeable.
We show the average accuracy for all models and datasets
in Table 2.

6 Results and analysis
This section is devoted to presenting our results on both architectures presented in the previous section against the datasets
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Table 3 Classification scores for the CNN on OBF
Classes

Precision

Recall

f1-score

Support

alien_lang

0.91

0.99

0.95

80.0

armstrong_n

0.89

0.84

0.86

80.0

bot_trust

0.99

0.95

0.97

80.0

calculator

0.93

0.80

0.86

80.0

candy_split

0.98

0.80

0.88

80.0

char_freq

0.96

0.92

0.94

80.0

count_digits

0.86

0.84

0.85

80.0

count_vowels

0.89

0.85

0.87

80.0

factorial

0.94

0.79

0.86

85.0

factorial_rec

0.97

0.88

0.92

75.0

factors

0.83

0.84

0.83

80.0

fair_warn

0.96

0.98

0.97

80.0

fib_1

0.81

0.79

0.80

80.0

fib_2

0.77

0.82

0.80

80.0

fly_swatter

0.81

0.90

0.85

80.0

gcd

0.92

0.69

0.79

85.0

gcd_rec

0.84

0.92

0.88

75.0

hello_world

0.95

1.00

0.98

80.0

lcm

0.80

0.74

0.77

80.0

leap_year

0.88

0.86

0.87

80.0

magicka

0.97

0.85

0.91

80.0

min_product

0.82

0.90

0.86

80.0

multibase_hap

1.00

0.95

0.97

80.0

n_palindrome

0.78

0.81

0.80

80.0

n_is_prime

0.84

0.86

0.85

80.0

n_sum_of_p

0.75

0.74

0.74

80.0

pos_or_neg

0.83

0.84

0.83

80.0

power_n

0.69

0.79

0.74

80.0

prime_n

0.83

0.81

0.82

80.0

pyramid

0.90

0.95

0.93

80.0

quot_remainder

0.74

0.92

0.82

80.0

remove_char

0.89

0.88

0.88

80.0

reverse_int

0.85

0.89

0.87

80.0

rotate

0.91

0.92

0.92

80.0

saving_univ

0.87

0.94

0.90

80.0

snapper_chain

0.88

0.89

0.88

80.0

store_struct

0.88

0.96

0.92

80.0

strcat

0.89

0.88

0.88

80.0

strcpy

0.87

0.90

0.88

80.0

stringsort

0.91

0.92

0.92

80.0

strlen

0.91

0.94

0.93

80.0

sum

0.89

0.84

0.86

80.0

theme_park

0.99

0.99

0.99

80.0
80.0

times_table

0.84

0.91

0.87

train_t_tab

0.94

0.94

0.94

80.0

watersheds

0.95

0.99

0.97

80.0

welcome_cjam

0.99

0.98

0.98

80.0
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Table 5 Classification scores for the CNN on MsM2015

Table 4 Classification scores for the LSTM on OBF
Classes

Precision

Recall

f1-score

Support

Classes

Precision

Recall

f1-score

alien_lang

0.99

0.99

0.99

80.0

Obfuscator.ACY

0.92

0.86

0.89

Support
252.0

armstrong_n

0.84

0.84

0.84

80.0

Simda

0.11

0.12

0.12

8.0

bot_trust

0.98

0.99

0.98

80.0

Ramnit

0.85

0.87

0.86

314.0

calculator

0.89

0.94

0.91

80.0

Vundo

0.88

0.82

0.85

89.0

candy_split

0.93

0.82

0.87

80.0

Gatak

0.86

0.84

0.85

202.0

char_freq

0.99

0.96

0.97

80.0

Lollipop

0.86

0.92

0.89

509.0

count_digits

0.82

0.88

0.85

80.0

Kelihos_ver1

0.98

0.93

0.95

88.0

count_vowels

0.90

0.88

0.89

80.0

Tracur

0.69

0.65

0.67

145.0

factorial

0.85

0.90

0.88

78.0

Kelihos_ver3

1.00

0.99

1.00

566.0

factorial_rec

0.94

0.98

0.96

82.0

factors

0.96

0.88

0.92

80.0

fair_warn

1.00

0.99

0.99

80.0

fib_1

0.75

0.82

0.79

80.0

Classes

Precision

Recall

f1-score

fib_2

0.79

0.85

0.82

80.0

Adialer.C

1.00

1.00

1.00

fly_swatter

0.95

0.96

0.96

80.0

Agent.FYI

1.00

1.00

1.00

19.0

gcd

0.83

0.78

0.80

81.0

Allaple.A

1.00

1.00

1.00

604.0

Table 6 Classification scores for the CNN on MalImg
Support
26.0

gcd_rec

0.87

0.82

0.84

79.0

Allaple.L

1.00

1.00

1.00

314.0

hello_world

0.99

0.95

0.97

80.0

Alueron.genJ

1.00

1.00

1.00

40.0

lcm

0.78

0.82

0.80

80.0

Autorun.K

1.00

1.00

1.00

25.0

leap_year

0.87

0.84

0.85

80.0

C2LOP.P

0.82

0.85

0.84

27.0

magicka

0.99

1.00

0.99

80.0

C2LOP.geng

0.92

0.87

0.89

38.0

min_product

0.97

0.90

0.94

80.0

Dialplatform.B

1.00

1.00

1.00

43.0

multibase_hap

1.00

0.98

0.99

80.0

Dontovo.A

1.00

1.00

1.00

34.0

n_palindrome

0.89

0.82

0.86

80.0

Fakerean

0.97

1.00

0.99

75.0

n_is_prime

0.84

0.88

0.86

80.0

Instantaccess

1.00

0.99

0.99

90.0

n_sum_of_p

0.92

0.88

0.90

80.0

Lolyda.AA1

1.00

1.00

1.00

45.0

pos_or_neg

0.91

0.91

0.91

80.0

Lolyda.AA2

0.96

1.00

0.98

25.0

power_n

0.70

0.84

0.76

80.0

Lolyda.AA3

1.00

1.00

1.00

24.0

prime_n

0.84

0.79

0.81

80.0

Lolyda.AT

1.00

1.00

1.00

29.0

pyramid

0.87

0.91

0.89

80.0

Malex.genJ

1.00

0.97

0.99

35.0

quot_remainder

0.79

0.85

0.82

80.0

Obfuscator.AD

0.96

1.00

0.98

25.0

remove_char

0.95

1.00

0.98

80.0

Rbotgen

0.97

1.00

0.98

28.0

reverse_int

0.91

0.78

0.84

80.0

Skintrim.N

1.00

1.00

1.00

21.0

rotate

0.93

0.95

0.94

80.0

Swizzor.genE

0.70

0.59

0.64

27.0

saving_univ

1.00

0.99

0.99

80.0

Swizzor.genI

0.54

0.58

0.56

26.0

snapper_chain

0.98

0.99

0.98

80.0

VB.AT

1.00

1.00

1.00

78.0

store_struct

0.94

0.96

0.95

80.0

Wintrim.BX

1.00

1.00

1.00

13.0

strcat

0.81

0.80

0.81

80.0

Yuner.A

1.00

1.00

1.00

156.0

strcpy

0.89

0.88

0.88

80.0

stringsort

0.94

0.99

0.96

80.0

strlen

0.91

0.92

0.92

80.0

sum

0.86

0.81

0.83

80.0

theme_park

0.98

1.00

0.99

80.0

times_table

0.86

0.80

0.83

80.0

train_t_tab

0.99

0.99

0.99

80.0

watersheds

1.00

1.00

1.00

80.0

welcome_cjam

0.99

1.00

0.99

80.0

presented in Sect. 4. At the end of the section we briefly discuss how the results obtained can be analyzed.

6.1 OBF dataset
CNN On the OBF dataset the CNN model achieves an average accuracy of 92.3% on the hold-out test set with the input
images resized to 256 × 64. This result is a definite improve-
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ment from 88% which was the average accuracy on the same
dataset with the CNN in [26], where the images had a bigger
height (596 pixels) and were not compressed.
This tells us that the information needed by the CNN for
the classification is not reduced by the interpolation process.
In fact, interpolating the images results in better classification
accuracy than the cropping and padding methods used in
[26]. The better performance in the classification of 256 × 64
images reinforces the belief expressed in Marastoni et al.
[26] that bigger size correlates with more information for the
model and thus results in an easier classification process. In
Table 3 we show the classification scores of the CNN.
LSTM The same consideration cannot be done by looking at
the LSTM results, where the accuracy for the OBF dataset
oscillates around 92.6% for images of size 256 × 64, compared to 93.4% for the smaller square images. This result has
to be attributed to the difficulty encountered by the LSTM
due to the increase of the timesteps, which also incurs a loss
of speed. Whatever advantage there might be in having bigger images is then lost to the vanishing information in long
recurrent networks. Interestingly enough, the classification
accuracy does not improve when we switch the height with
the width of the images and learn with the LSTM, while
the training time does indeed decrease due to the reduced
timesteps.
This result is definitely better than the CNN but incurs a
processing time overhead. The training process for the LSTM
takes about twice as long than the one for the CNN. This is
expected, as CNNs are renowned for being very fast models,
and furtherore the LSTM is bi-directional so the input must
be scanned in 2 directions.
In Table 4 we show the classification scores of the LSTM
for every family in OBF. It should be noted how the subdivision of the families in this dataset is more balanced than
in the others. This is of course due to the fact that the OBF
dataset is generated from scratch and thus does not suffer
from class imbalance. We also noticed that the classification
scores tend to have more outliers when the classes are distributed differently between the training set and the test set,
thus this is avoided through a simple balancing algorithm
that results in the almost uniform distribution clearly shown
in Tables 4 and 3.

6.2 MsM2015 and MalImg datasets
The same architectures described above are used to classify
malware samples from the MsM2015 and MalImg datasets.
CNN The accuracy for the CNN models trained on the two
malware datasets is higher than the accuracy achieved on the
OBF dataset. Classifying the hold-out test set samples of the
MsM2015 dataset yields 92% accuracy on average, while
on the MalImg we record results of up to 98.3% average
accuracy. The classification scores for the individual classes
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Table 7 Classification scores for the LSTM on MalImg
Classes

Precision

Recall

f1-score

Support

Adialer.C

1.00

1.00

1.00

26.0

Agent.FYI

1.00

1.00

1.00

19.0

Allaple.A

1.00

1.00

1.00

604.0

Allaple.L

1.00

1.00

1.00

314.0

Alueron.genJ

1.00

1.00

1.00

40.0

Autorun.K

1.00

1.00

1.00

25.0

C2LOP.P

0.80

0.89

0.84

27.0

C2LOP.geng

0.88

0.92

0.90

38.0

Dialplatform.B

1.00

1.00

1.00

43.0

Dontovo.A

0.97

1.00

0.99

34.0

Fakerean

0.96

1.00

0.98

75.0

Instantaccess

1.00

1.00

1.00

90.0

Lolyda.AA1

1.00

1.00

1.00

45.0

Lolyda.AA2

1.00

1.00

1.00

25.0

Lolyda.AA3

1.00

1.00

1.00

24.0

Lolyda.AT

1.00

1.00

1.00

29.0

Malex.genJ

1.00

0.97

0.99

35.0

Obfuscator.AD

1.00

1.00

1.00

25.0

Rbotgen

1.00

1.00

1.00

28.0

Skintrim.N

1.00

1.00

1.00

21.0

Swizzor.genE

0.67

0.22

0.33

27.0

Swizzor.genI

0.46

0.62

0.52

26.0

VB.AT

1.00

0.99

0.99

78.0

Wintrim.BX

0.87

1.00

0.93

13.0

Yuner.A

1.00

1.00

1.00

156.0

of CNN on the MsM2015 and MalImg datasets are in Table 5
and Table 6 respectively.
LSTM The LSTM reaches 98.5% average accuracy on MalImg, which is a result comparable to recent works that use the
same dataset [29,44]. The same architecture trained on the
MsM2015 dataset achieves an average accuracy of 94.2%.
Since the MalImg dataset contains a noticeable class
imbalance we provide various classification scores for the
single classes with the LSTM in Table 7 and with the CNN
in Table 6. Analyzing these scores it is easy to spot two classes
in particular, ‘Swizzor.genE’ and ‘Swizzor.GenI’,
that appear to be difficult to classify for both the LSTM and
the CNN. The confusion matrix shown in Fig. 5 provides
a clearer picture on the classification errors for these two
classes, where it is clear that the models struggle with deciding whether some samples belong to the ‘Swizzor.genE’
class or the ‘Swizzor.GenI’ class. Since these malware
samples are simple variants of the same family they appear
very similar and cannot be reliably distinguished by our models. In contrast, the confusion matrix shows that the variants
‘C2LOP.P’ and ‘C2LOP.geng’ do not generate the same

Data augmentation and transfer learning to classify malware images in a deep learning context

Fig. 5 Confusion matrix for the CNN on the MalImg dataset

amount of errors for our models as they appear to be different
enough to be reliably classified.
In Tables 5 and 8 we show the scores for the classification
of the MsM2015 dataset on the CNN and LSTM respectively.
It is easy to notice that the class ‘Simda’ is very hard to
classify for both models, achieving an F1 score of 0.12 with
the CNN and 0.31 with the LSTM. This is easily explained
by the support shown as the last column, which is the number
of samples against which the classifier has been tested (the

samples in the test set for a specific class). The class ‘Simda’
is very under-represented, in fact only 40 samples exist of this
class in the whole dataset, while the biggest classes feature
thousands of samples each. This of course leads to problems
with the classification accuracy, as 40 samples is not nearly
enough for the class to be relevant in the training process.
Both models generate better results for the two malware
datasets compared to the OBF dataset. This is probably due
to the nature of the obfuscated files of the OBF dataset, where
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Table 8 Classification scores for the LSTM on MsM2015
Classes

Precision

Recall

f1-score

Obfuscator.ACY

0.95

0.90

0.92

Support
252.0

Simda

0.40

0.25

0.31

8.0

Ramnit

0.90

0.92

0.91

314.0

Vundo

0.92

0.93

0.93

89.0

Gatak

0.91

0.92

0.92

202.0

Lollipop

0.96

0.94

0.95

509.0

Kelihos_ver1

0.93

0.97

0.95

88.0

Tracur

0.84

0.88

0.86

145.0

Kelihos_ver3

1.00

1.00

1.00

566.0

the intra-class similarities and the inter-class differences are
not as definite as the samples found in the wild for the other
datasets. One advantage of the OBF dataset is the size of the
original programs before obfuscation. Since the programs
are very small and usually consist of a single function with
few auxiliaries, it is easy to change the structure of the programs in a more effective way and this reflects on the binaries
themselves (and thus on the images).

6.3 Transfer learning
Having trained a CNN on three different datasets we investigate whether the features learnt in one of them can generalize
to the other two. In order to do this we employ transfer learning, a technique that is very popular nowadays as it allows to
re-use an already trained architecture for a completely different problem.
As explained in 2, the convolution layers of the CNN are
concerned with feature extraction, along with max pooling
and activations. The head of the model, two dense layers and
a drop out layer in our case, is tasked with using the features
to classify the programs into their respective classes. This
of course is also true for the bi-directional LSTM that we
trained, removing the dense layer from a model and applying a new dense layer with proper outputs provides with a
new model that can use pre-trained features for a new classification problem.
Thanks to this neat subdivision of tasks, it has become
good practice to download pre-trained models from either big
companies or research labs and re-use them for completely
new purposes. This allows huge networks such as the ones
trained on ImageNet [13] for days (often with very expensive
equipment) to be used by people that would otherwise not
have the possibility to access such architectures. The hope is
that features extracted from a comprehensive image dataset
such as ImageNet will hopefully generalize to other imagebased learning problems.
In our case we train all the models with images extracted
from binaries, thus there could be an interesting intersection
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in the features as they come from the same problem domain.
What needs to be investigated is if the features extracted from
one dataset of compiled programs can be used to classify
another dataset in the same domain. This is akin to using
the networks trained on ImageNet for different (and usually
smaller) datasets, since it can save time and resources. At
the same time it can open up future possibilities, where big
networks are trained on huge datasets of images extracted
from compiled programs which can then be repurposed in
order to classify smaller and newer datasets.
In the rest of this section we illustrate our experiments
with transfer learning with both models on all the datasets.
MsM2015 → MalImg [LSTM] A bi-directional LSTM model
has been trained for 200 epochs on the MsM2015 dataset,
achieving around 94% accuracy. After removing the dense
layer we set the base as untrainable, thus preventing the
optimizer from modifying the weights of the two LSTM
units and preserving the features learned from the MsM2015
dataset. We then added a new dense layer with 25 outputs
(as opposed to the 9 for the previous classification problem)
and we trained on the MalImg dataset for a little over 321
epochs, achieving 98.4% accuracy on the hold-out dataset.
This result is on par or even slightly better than most models
trained using only the MalImg dataset. The performance of
the LSTM on the MalImg dataset is already very good and
adding the transfer learning actually increased the learning
time from around 100 epochs to more than 400 for the same
accuracy.
MsM2015 → MalImg [CNN] The CNN model performs very
well on the MalImg dataset, taking between 45 to 50 epochs
to achieve 98.4% accuracy. This is the best result for the CNN
so far and the fastest training time.
After downloading a trained model for the MsM2015
dataset (which achieved around 92% accuracy on said
dataset), we attach a new dense layer and retrain it for 80
epochs. The final accuracy is 98.2%.
These experiments led us to believe that there is some
untapped potential in the process of transfer learning applied
to our problem setting. The positive results could stem from
the fact that the MsM2015 dataset, while consisting of less
classes altogether, contains a comparable amount of samples.
It also certainly helps that the programs from both datasets are
for the Windows system, thus possibly sharing many visual
features. This hypothesis is tested in the next attempt.
OBF → MalImg transfer [CNN and LSTM] The process
described above has been tried with a CNN and an LSTM,
both trained on the OBF dataset. The CNN model on the MalImg dataset, with the base of the network set as untrainable,
achieved 97% accuracy on the hold out set. This confirms
that the features learned by the CNN model to solve the
classification problem for the OBF dataset are in fact applicable to the MalImg dataset. An analysis of the classification
errors revealed that the same problems persist with the new
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Fig. 6 Obfuscations frequency in the classification errors for the CNN and LSTM on the OBF dataset

model. In particular, the classes ‘Swizzor.genE’ and
‘Swizzor.genI’ are still very hard to tell apart. Since
the new network allows updates only on the weights for the
dense layers, the training time is also greatly reduced, going
from an average 70 seconds to around 18 s with only a slight
reduction in accuracy.
The LSTM model also improves on the training time but
the accuracy decreases to around 87%, making it less viable.
OBF → MsM2015 [CNN and LSTM] The models generated with transfer learning for the MsM2015 dataset perform
slightly worse than the ones for the MalImg dataset. The
average accuracy for the CNN model trained on OBF and
then transferred to the classification of MsM2015 is around
78%, a full 14 points lower than its counterpart trained solely
on the MsM2015 dataset. The LSTM does not fare better, its
accuracy hovering around 70%.
These results come solely from training on images of size
64 × 64 so the lower accuracy could come from the original
model not learning enough features from the OBF dataset.
The MsM2015 dataset is also generally harder to learn from
when compared to MalImg.
MalImg → MsM2015 [CNN and LSTM] For completeness
we tried to apply the models trained on the MalImg dataset
to classify samples in the MsM2015 dataset. The accuracy
achieved by the CNN model obtained via transfer learning
is around 76%, only slightly lower than the previous experiment with the model trained on OBF. Once again the LSTM
model achieves a lower score than the CNN with around 70%
accuracy.
This experiment suffers from the small size of the MalImg
dataset and from the apparent difficulty inherent in classifying the MsM2015 dataset while only looking at the images
extracted from its binaries.

6.4 Error analysis
As anticipated, the custom nature of the OBF dataset allows
us to monitor the effect of the obfuscations on the classification results. In order to do this we collected all the mistakenly
classified samples from every run of both models against the
OBF dataset and counted the obfuscations that have been
applied to such samples. The obfuscation count is then averaged through the runs (in our case 20 runs) and then finally
normalized, so we can have a number between 0 and 1 that
is easy to compare between the different models.
In Fig. 6 we show the result of this study in a bar graph.
The CNN results (in the blue, wider bars) clearly show that
the network has the most trouble classifying programs that
have been transformed by the InitOpaque transformation,
while the Flatten transformation, with around half the errors
on average, comes in at second place. This big discrepancy
between the errors makes it clear that the spatial features
extracted by the CNN have trouble when programs are obfuscated with InitOpaque, possibly due to the huge amount of
entropy added to the binary (easily seen in Fig. 2).
The LSTM (in orange, slimmer bars) has a more uniform
distribution of the errors wrt the applied obfuscations. InitOpaque is still one of the obfuscations that are harder to
classify, but is preceded by RandomFuns and Flatten, while
being followed closely by Split and EncodeLiterals. What
we can gauge from this analysis is that the LSTM does not
have a particular weakness toward specific obfuscations but
struggles relatively uniformly on the hardest obfuscations.
These model-specific observations make it clear that using
one particular model to classify binaries by looking at their
images has its drawbacks. The general lack of precision of
the models trained on the OBF dataset further strengthen this
idea.
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Fig. 7 Classification errors for the CNN and the LSTM on the OBF dataset, normalized
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Another point of interest is that both models find it very
easy to classify programs that are encoded with InitEntropy
and InitImplicitFlow. This reinforces the observation that certain obfuscations are more effective than others against these
classification techniques. As with images, the transformation
used to fool the classifier can be more or less effective and
part of this work is to show that this is the case.
In Fig. 7 we show the errors with a focus on the classes of
the OBF dataset. The errors of the LSTM are again more uniformly distributed while the CNN presents few taller peaks.
It is interesting to note that some programs that appear on
the higher end of error count for the LSTM are among the
easiest to classify for the CNN (i.e. ‘factorial_rec’ and
‘alien_language’). This again highlights the difference
in strength of the two models.

6.5 Comparison with existing works
We decided not to directly compare the accuracy values
recorded with the two malware datasets in this paper with
those achieved in previous works. The main reason for this
is that the goal of this work is not to raise the ever-raising
bar of classification accuracy in a specific domain, as that
can usually be achieved by simply spending more time overtuning the parameters or throwing more expensive hardware
at the problem. At the same time, the accuracy level that we
report is always taken from a hold-out test set that has been
extracted randomly from the main dataset. This is a different
approach than the one taken in most works we surveyed

cess to classify a new malware dataset. Akin to the results in
image recognition, this can potentially save a lot of computation time and resources when dealing with newly released
datasets.
Discussion These promising results listed in this work led us
to believe that there is a lot of untapped potential in transfer
learning applied to malware classification. Further experiments are needed to have a more comprehensive view of
the potentials and limitations of this technique. For example we envision future experiments with a different starting
pool of programs to generate a new, bigger dataset to which
we can apply the obfuscations. Having more classes in the
OBF dataset would allow for more diversity and bigger programs could be included since the size limitations of [26]
have been overcome with bicubic interpolation. The pool of
obfuscations can also be considerably expanded.
Different visualization techniques could also be needed
in the future. It is evident that merely changing the way the
images are resized greatly impacts the learning process, this
means that the way we extract images from the binaries is
important. We wonder if designing new techniques that are
not meant for generic images (such as bicubic interpolation)
but catered specifically to programs could aid the learning
process.
On a related note, it would be also interesting to see what
features are extracted by the networks when encountering different obfuscations. An attention based network could point
out which of these features is important to distinguish the
programs in different classes and which ones are merely
introduced by the obfuscations.

7 Conclusions and discussion

Funding Open access funding provided by Università degli Studi di
Verona within the CRUI-CARE Agreement.

We have shown how two deep learning models (a CNN and
an LSTM) fare in a classification task on a generated dataset
and two real-life malware datasets. The models have been
built with an image classification task in mind and have been
fine-tuned with a custom generated dataset of obfuscated
programs. The results clearly show that the LSTM model
performs better in all the classification tasks, reaching 98.5%
average accuracy on a hold-out set of the MalImg dataset
which is on par or superior to other studies in the state of
the art. The models trained with the MalImg and MsM2015
datasets have then been subjects of transfer learning experiments in order to generate new models that have been trained
on one dataset, while classifying samples from the other.
With the accuracy of both these classifiers generated through
transfer learning we verified that the features learned from
either dataset can be used to classify malware from the other.
This is a great result because it means that, not only can we
use the images extracted from executable malware samples
in order to classify them into their respective families, we
can also transfer the knowledge gathered during such pro-
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